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Gamespark Announces Revolutionary New Talent Platform For Game Studios
Gamespark has launched the beta version of its revolutionary new generation of online social networking
platform for game talent and studios to build community.
SEATTLE - March 20, 2022 - PRLog -- GAMESPARK is a well known chat and video game platform
founded in 1999, as a multi player game site, social network, and chat site. Since 1999 Thousands upon
thousands of gaming enthusiasts, game studios, and fans, have loved playing and continue playing on
GAMESPARK. Subsequently, in past years GAMESPARK introduced what would evolve to become the
revolutionary new version of the GAMESPARK online social networking platform, in parallel to its prior
services.
In addition to now offering it's community building technology to game studios worldwide, Gamespark is
introducing a revolutionary new generation of online social networking platform for game talent and
studios to build community. As we embark on an exciting new chapter, we have game studios and game
industry veterans join us in building a community to harness collective talent and creativity coming out of
schools and game programs worldwide.
While Gamespark has a long history of offering great games, chat, and attracting new players to online
games by fostering community engagement, game studios have been asking us if we could provide them
with talent via our BAAS systems and social network services. As a result, we are pleased to announce that
we are teaming up with a number of partner schools that have the talent that game studios need. Talent and
graduating video game program students, can now come to us as a one stop-shop to start building their
careers in the video game industry, from day one.
The Gamespark talent networking platform provides advanced features fostering community engagement
for both talent, as well as game studios. At the present time, the new platform offers the ability for talent,
studios, and game makers, to form groups of shared interest, hire talent, search for game industry
opportunities, advertise on our broader publisher network, organize events, announce news, publish
newsletters, and much more.
The company and owners behind the famous Gamespark brand are proud to be building on its long
heritage as a well known site where game industry members can chat and connect with each other. We look
forward to having studios and game professionals join our community co-create something great with us
and our video game community partners.
To learn more please visit http://www.gamespark.com
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